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Abstract 

 
Decision support systems can help ship’s crew to do right decisions in an emergency 
situation. There are many decision support systems being developed and some are already 
in use both in passenger ships and in navy ships. Most of the systems are developed for 
navy vessels. NAPA Emergency Computer is a decision support system that monitors 
ships vulnerability in normal situations and ships survivability in emergency situations. 
 
IMO rule requires modern passenger ships, constructed after July 2010, to have a flooding 
detection system. NAPA Emergency Computer uses this system to automatically detect 
breaches and do progressive flooding calculation. For the system to work as well as 
possible the location and number of the sensors is very important. 
 
This master thesis studies three different sensor arrangements in six different damage 
situations and studies how well NAPA EC will perform with each sensor arrangement. 
Damage situations were selected to represent likely accidents which a cruise ship can 
suffer, such as collisions with other ships and groundings. The studied sensor 
arrangements were one minimal sensor amount, which covers the IMO regulation in its 
minimum, NAPA’s recommendation, where each water tight compartment has at least 
two sensors each deck and one where all the large compartments below the bulkhead deck 
had a flooding sensor, this version also had sensors on bulkhead deck. 
 
Reference simulations were made with NAPA software and from the reference 
simulations artificial sensor data was produced for all the sensor arrangements. This data 
was inserted to NAPA Emergency Computer server and the calculation results were 
compared. 
 
Minimal sensor arrangement had a lot of problems on placing the breached in right places 
and locations. This made the prediction wrong for long time. When the flooding 
progressed and the compartments started to fully flood the predictions started to be more 
accurate. The NAPA’s sensor arrangement performed well in all the situations and 
additional sensors below the bulkhead did not affect the prediction as much. In the 
situations when flooding progressed on to the bulkhead deck the additional sensors 
provided additional information to prediction. However this is already very critical 
situation and in many situations the capsizing of the ship happens soon after this. For this 
reason sensors above the bulkhead deck don’t provide much information. 

Keywords Decision support system, damage stability, cruise ship safety, flooding 

sensor, breach detection 
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Tiivistelmä 

Päätöksenteon tukijärjestelmät tukevat laivan miehistön päätöksen tekoa hätätilanteissa.  
Näitä systeemejä on kehitteillä ja joitain niitä on jo asennettuna laivoille. Monet tällaiset 
systeemit on kehitetty sotalaivojen käyttöön, mutta myös matkustajalaivoille on näitä 
systeemejä kehitetty. NAPA Emergency Computer on risteilijäaluksien miehistön 
päätöksen tekoa auttava järjestelmä, mikä normaalissa tilanteessa mittaa ja arvioi laivan 
haavoittuvuutta ja hätätilanteessa se ennustaa laivan selviämistä. 

 
IMOn säännöt vaativat, että heinäkuun 2010 jälkeen rakennetut matkustajalaivat on 
varustettu järjestelmällä, joka havaitsee veden laivan vesitiiviissä osastoissa ja varoittaa 
siitä. Tätä järjestelmää voidaan käyttää hyväksi päätöksenteon tukijärjestelmässä. NAPA 
Emergency Computer käyttää tällaista järjestelmää omaan toimintaansa. Se luo 
automaattisesti 3D-malliin vauriot, ja sen avulla ennustuksen vaurion etenemisestä 
seuraavan kolmen tunnin aikana. 
 
Tämä työ tutkii, kuinka sensoreiden määrä ja sijoittelu vaikuttaa NAPA Emergency 
Comouterin ennustustarkkuuteen. Tutkielmassa käytettiin kolmea sensoriasetelmaa. 
Yksi oli hyvin yleinen käytössä oleva sensoriasettelu, missä säännöt sensoreiden 
asettelusta täyttyy. Tällaisessa sensoriasettelussa sensoreiden määrä on hyvin vähäinen. 
Toinen versio on NAPAn suositus sensoreiden sijoitteluun, missä jokaisella vesitiiviillä 
osastolla on 2 sensoria joka kannella. Kolmas versio on tästä vielä vähän parempi, missä 
kaikki isot tilat laipiokannen alla on varustettu sensorilla ja laipiokannelle on sijoitettu 
jokaiseen palo-osastoon sensorit molemmille puolille laivaa. Näitä versioita testattiin 
kuudella erilaisella vauriotapauksella, jotka ovat realistisia vaurioita risteilijälaivalle, 
esimerkiksi törmäyksiä toiseen laivaan tai karilleajoja.  
 
Mallilaskennat tehtiin NAPA ohjelmistolla ja laskentojen perusteella luotiin sensoreiden 
mallinnetut arvot. Nämä arvot syötettiin NAPA Emergency Computerin serverille ja 
serverin tekemiä ennustuksia verrattiin toisiinsa ja mallituloksiin. 

 
Versio, missä sensoreita oli vähiten, pärjäsi tutkimuksessa huonoiten. Sen avulla 
Emergency Computerin oli vaikeuksia luoda eräissä tilanteissa vaurio oikealle puolelle 
laivaa ja vauriot olivat hyvin erikokoisia, kuin mallivauriot. Tämä vaikutti suuresti 
ennusteen laatuun. NAPAn suositus sensoreiden asettelusta pärjäsi hyvin. Se oli vain 
muutamassa tapauksessa versiota, missä oli eniten sensoreita huonompi. Isoin ero 
näiden kahden version välillä oli sensorit laipiokannella.  

Avainsanat Laivan vakavuus, päätöksenteon tukijärjestelmä, vauriovakavuus, 

matkustajaturvallisuus, risteilijälaiva, tulvintasensori 
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Symbols 

 

A  area of modelled breach 

C  navigation status coefficient or coefficient for damage extent 

Cd  constant discharge coefficient 

Fevac  survivability factor of evacuation 

Fext  survivability factor of damage extend 

Fstab  survivability factor of stability 

Ftot  total survivability factor 

GZ  righting arm 

GM  distance from centre of gravity to metacentric height 

GM0  initial distance from centre of gravity to metacentric height 

GMCORR  correction to GM0 due to heel 

Hi  floodwater level 

K  effect of heel angle 

KG  distance of centre of gravity form keel 

KM  distance of metacentric height from keel 

Mheel  maximum external heeling moment 

N  number of affected WT compartments 

N0  unsafe number of flooded WT compartments 

N1  number of WT compartments that can be flooded safely 

Nf   number of flooded WT compartments 

Q   volumetric flow rate 

Revac  critical time ratio 

S  surface area 

T  draft 

TA  aft draft 

TF  forward draft 

TA  time available for evacuation 

TR  time required for evacuation 

T0  required evacuation time at zero heel 

V  flooded volume 

dHi/dt  level rate of flooding water 

g  acceleration due to gravity 

r(ϕ)  reduction factor due to heel or trim angle 

sfinal  final stability factor 

smom  moment factor in stability calculation 
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δt  time step for measurement signal  

μ  permeability 

∆  displacement 

∆H  effective pressure head 

ρ  density 
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Abbreviations 

 

BDCS  Battle Damage Control System 

BOSS  Bridge Officer Support System 

CFT  Counter Flooding Tank 

DSS  Decision Support System 

EC  Emergency Computer 

GT  Gross Tonnage 

GA  General Arrangement or Genetic Algorithm 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

IMO  International Maritime Organization 

IPMS   Integrated Platform Management System 

KDSS  Knowledge-based Decision Support System 

LWT  Light Watertight door 

MSC  Maritime Safety Committee 

SAR  Search and Rescue 

STD  Semi-watertight door 

SOLAS  Safety Of Life At Sea 

WT  Watertight 

WTD  Watertight door 
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1 Introduction 

 

Cruise ships are getting larger and larger. There can be more than 8000 persons on-board a 

cruise ship at once. This means that the safety of the people on-board is very important. Even 

though they are being designed to be safer than ever they are still vulnerable for flooding 

accidents. In these kind of emergencies the actions of the crew are important. The decisions 

has to be made quickly and traditionally the crew has to make decisions based on rough 

estimates of the situation. If a flooding accident happens on a modern cruise ship, the 

outcome of the flooding is impossible to predict without a decision support system. 

 

New safe return to port rules have made the ship its own best lifeboat. This is true as long as 

the ship is not going to sink. The new SOLAS rules have increased the height of the bulkhead 

deck. (SOLAS 2009) This results in safe vessels that can handle even larger flooding 

damages. On the other hand, when the damage is large enough to sink or capsize the ship, it 

can happen very fast. In these cases, the situation may seem fine at first, but when the 

flooding reaches the bulkhead deck, the situation will become worse fast and it is too late to 

start the evacuation. For this reason, it is very crucial for ships masters to determine whether 

ship will be lost or not as soon as possible. Cruise ships are now carrying very large number 

of people on-board and for this reason evacuation will take long time and the decision to 

evacuate has to be done when situation is still good. 

 

Ship captain has traditional damage control plans, but damage cases can vary so much that 

they can only give general guideline. To do more accurate estimate for the next couple of 

hours ships master needs state of the art decision support systems that collects data, presents 

it in easy to understand way and give estimates how the flooding is going to progress. The 

situation is time critical and the damage can be hard to estimate. Modern cruise ship structure 

is very complex, and therefore, the calculations are impossible to do without dedicated 

computer program. Flooding damage can also happen in numerous ways and places. The 

combinations of breach sizes and different locations combined with loading condition of the 

ship and almost endless combinations of door statuses requires the calculation done with 

actual information in real-time on-board the ship. 

 

The new flooding detection rules state that all the passenger ships constructed after July 2010 

has to have a flooding detection system. (IMO MSC.1/Circ.1291) The modern decision 

support systems can utilize this system for its use, so no other sensors or appliances are 

necessarily needed.  
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1.1 Study problem 

 

Even though the IMO rules demand the ships to be equipped with flooding sensors, NAPA 

EC cannot reliably predict the damage and outcome of the damage with minimal requirement 

of the rules. In the other hand, equipping sensors to every larger compartment may not be 

feasible. In the between the minimum equipment and equipping all the spaces is NAPA’s 

recommendation. NAPA recommends that every water tight compartment has two sensors 

on each deck. One on each side of the ship. The aim of this thesis is to determine, what 

amount of sensors in reasonable in a ship that has NAPA Emergency Computer installed. 

Recruitment is that NAPA EC is able to detect the breach in correct area and with reasonable 

accuracy.  

 

This thesis studies how three different sensor arrangements effects the NAPA Emergency 

computers automatic breach generation and prediction accuracy. Study is made with six 

different damage scenarios, that are significant size and likely damage scenarios for cruise 

ship. First the damage scenarios were simulated with NAPA software with same model that 

is used with Emergency Computer. With this simulation the artificial sensor date for the 

different sensor arrangements was obtained. This sensor data was used to replace the actual 

sensor date for NAPA EC. With only the sensor data, NAPA EC starts to predict the flooding 

as in real situation. Comparison between the three different sensor arrangements are made 

in breach size and location, flooded volume and how it affects the floating position of the 

ship.  
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2 Decision support systems 

 

At the moment, several decision support systems (DSS) are being developed and some of 

them are already in use. Many of them are developed for naval vessels, as their survivability 

and combat ability is very important and if they encounter real situation, survivability 

assessment may be likely. However naval vessels may encounter very different emergency 

situations as passenger ships and their ultimate goal is to keep the vessel afloat and 

operational as long as possible. Passenger ships main goal in an emergency situation is the 

survivability of passengers and crew on-board. However, structure in navy vessels are 

usually very similar to passenger vessels and this makes the decision support systems and 

models are quite applicable also to passenger ships. The new flooding detection rules state 

that all the passenger ships constructed after July 2010 has to have a flooding detection 

system. (IMO MSC.1/Circ.1291) Modern decision support systems can utilize these sensors 

to detect automatically where the damage is located and how large the damage is. The system 

can also use tank level sensors and door status sensors. 

 

Decision support systems that are being developed or that are already in market are Bridge 

Officer Support System, Battle Damage Control System, Knowledge based decision support 

system and NAPA Emergency Computer. There is also a DSS developed by Varela et al. 

and it is already in use at Portuguese navy. Also an algorithm base DSS is being developed 

by Hu et al. for navy vessels. Ölçer and Majumder are developing a case-based DSS system 

that uses pre calculated damage cases calculated with NAPA software to calculate counter 

flooding measures. These systems are presented in next chapters with more detail. NAPA 

Emergency Computer is a decision support system that does automatic damage detection 

based on flooding sensor data. NAPA EC also does vulnerability assessment to an intact 

ship, and in that way is constantly monitoring the safety of the ship. (Martins and Lobo 2011, 

Varela et al. 2014, Choi et al. 2014, Hu et al. 2014, Ölçer and Majumder 2006 and Calabrese 

et al. 2012) 

 

Finnish Border Guard has developed method called Vessel TRIAGE for assessing and 

communicating the safety status of the vessel. Vessel TRIAGE is free method and can be 

used by anyone. NAPA Emergency Computer uses this method for displaying the status of 

the ship and therefore it is also discussed in this thesis. 
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2.1 Bridge Officer Support System 

 

Martins and Lobo (2011) have introduced a decision support system called Bridge Officer 

Support System (BOSS). Idea of the system is to offer counter measure solutions in case of 

an emergency. BOSS system uses data from draft sensors and tank level sensors. In normal 

state system is monitoring stability criteria’s and gives out warning if some of them are not 

met.  

 

In an emergency situation crew must input the damage information manually to the system. 

After this, the BOSS system starts a course of action to increase stability of vessel. System 

will give out the first solution in 30 seconds and it will continue to calculate better one. If 

better solution is found, system will give indication of this to the crew. Currently the system 

need damage input from the user, but they intend to replace this with automatic breach 

generation based on flooding detection system. 

 

When damage input has been given to the system first calculation starts. This calculation is 

called “immediate action” and it consists possible solution with ballast and freshwater tank 

capacity changes. After the first solution is presented, the algorithm starts to find new 

counter action that will work with the first presented action. 

 

 

2.2 Decision support system developed by Varela et al. 

 

Varela et al. (2014) introduced on-board decision support system that uses two part system. 

One part of the system, called Virtual Environment handles graphical presentation of the 

simulation and other system, called Progressive Flooding, handles the calculation. System 

uses very complex 3D model and presentation of the situation and therefore needs a powerful 

computer to run it. System uses data from flooding sensors in calculation, but the damage 

must be imputed into the system manually according camera picture or reports from 

emergency crew members.  

 

Virtual Environment acts as link between the calculation engine and user. It displays the 

information for the user and user can modify the calculation through the Virtual 

Environment. User can for example test what impact certain counter measures have.  

 

Virtual Environment presents realistic 3D model of the ship. All the compartments, 

structures and important machinery are modelled into 3D model. User can view the model 
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with flythrough camera. Camera has some restrictions in its movement, so that the user will 

not be carried away from the scenario with camera movement options. User can also hide 

upper decks to gain better view to the inner parts of the vessel.  

 

Progressive Flooding model is formed with two kind of objects, containers and connectors. 

Containers are spaces inside the hull, where fluid may be stored. One container corresponds 

to one water thigh area in the vessel. Containers have information about their volume, 

geometric centre and the quantity of flooded water. Containers are connected to each other 

with connectors. Connectors are for example doors, hatches, bulkheads and valves. 

Connector can be controllable or uncontrollable. Controllable connectors are for example 

water tight doors and uncontrollable are bulkheads. (Varela et al. 2007) 

 

For Virtual Environment, each connector is modelled to be an object. Each object has a 

geometry, behaviour, and object associations. Objects are usually imported from existing 

CAD model. (Varela et al. 2007) 

 

System uses quasi-static flooding algorithm to calculate progressive flooding. System makes 

certain assumptions and simplifications to make calculation faster. Water is considered to be 

horizontal at all times and static. 

 

2.3 Battle Damage Control System 

 

Choi et al. (2014) presented damage control system mainly for navy ships called Battle 

Damage Control System (BDCS). As the system is mainly created for navy ships it takes 

battle damages also in consideration. However, it takes also collision and grounding 

damages into consideration which are more likely scenarios for passenger ships and 

therefore the system could be implemented also for cruise vessels.  

 

System does not have active damage recognition, but the user has to define the damage to 

the system. The calculation is based on pre-defined damage cases on database. System 

creates polar charts to present the ships motions after the damage to represent how ship 

handles in different waves. Charts are created for roll, pitch and heave motions. System 

presents the results in colour coded (green, yellow and red) which indicates status of the ship 

and level of danger. With this information, the ship can be turned in safest wave heading 

angle and enhance the survivability of the ship this way. 
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This system can work in small vessels which does not have many WT-compartments and 

counter flooding tanks and the turning of the ship in safer wave heading is only option in 

enhancing the survivability. This system has been created for navy vessels and it cannot be 

used in large cruise ships as it does not do any flooding calculation and give information for 

damage control beside the polar charts. 

 

2.4 Decision support system developed by Hu et al. 

 

Hu et al. (2014) introduced Genetic Algorithm-based counter flooding decision support 

model for damaged navy vessels. Idea is to solve which counter-flooding tanks (CFTs) 

should be filled to improve stability. System takes both trim and heel angles as arguments 

and combines them to one argument, tilt angle. System starts to go through combination of 

CFT levels and check if they make the tilt angle smaller. 

 

System does not make any progressive flooding damage calculation and only input for 

damage are heel and trim. The system could be implemented for passenger ships, but the 

number of ballast tanks are the limiting factor. Structure on passenger ships are usually more 

open, which make the lacking of progressive flooding calculation a large defecate for the 

system. Also passenger ships tend to have less ballast and heeling tanks to this method have 

proper affect. 

 

2.5 Case-based Decision Support system  

 

Ölçer and Majumder (2006) present in their paper a case-based decision support system, 

which was created under COMAND project. For this reason the name of the system is 

COMAND-DSS. The idea behind the system is that there is a case-base where hundreds of 

different pre-calculated damage cases are stored and when damage occurs the closest one is 

selected. Damage cases are calculated with NAPA software very similarly as NAPA 

Emergency Computer calculates. The system has an algorithm that evaluates the similarity 

of the damage to stored cases to determine which to use. 

 

The cases are calculated with two kind of door statuses and 8 loading conditions. First status 

is “Closed”, where all the WTD and STD doors are closed. Second door status is 

“Intermediate” where only some of the WT-doors are closed according to their category. 

The WT-door categories are presented in chapter 4.1. This will result to 13 984 different 

cases in the example ship presented in their paper. (Ölçer and Majumder 2006) 
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After the system has identified the closest damage case from the database, the system 

proposes optimal ballasting solution. This solution is based on prioritized counter-flooding 

tanks (CFTs) and plan to intentionally flood them to upright the ship. The prioritizing is done 

with their degree of desirability with respect to all relevant attributes. After the CFTs have 

been prioritized, the system starts to fill them one by one until the desired stability value is 

obtained. 

 

The main idea behind the system is good. However the constrains set by only two different 

door status sets and pre calculated damage cases are a large problem. Also lack of automatic 

flooding detection system makes the recognition of the damage rely entirely on the ship’s 

crew. 

 

2.6 A Knowledge-based Decision support system 

 

Calabrese et al (2012) have introduced a knowledge-based decision support system (KDSS) 

for navy vessels. The system is developed together with Avio SpA., which is aerospace and 

marine technology company. Avio has developed an Integrated Platform Management 

System (IPMS), which a real time monitoring system for different systems on-board. The 

KDSS is developed to be part of that. The system consist of four modules. First module is 

Damage Control Management System, which is for communication and handle alarm data. 

Second module is On Board Stability System, which handles the stability and loading 

condition of the vessel. This system also monitors WT-doors. Close Circuit TV system is 

used for monitoring ships compartments in real-time. And the fourth module is a Decision 

Support System, which presents the situation to user and indicates the most suitable counter 

measures. 

 

System allows user to do “kill cards” in advance. These kill cards are list of things to do in 

certain damage situations. Kill cards can be made for example individually for every 

compartment flooding damage. 

 

System is more like a centre platform for system operations rather than real decision support 

system that calculates outcome or counter measures for user. Kill cards are made by user 

and are more of a reminder in damage situations than providing any new information. 
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2.7 Vessel TRIAGE system 

 

Finnish maritime SAR organizations created together with other stakeholder group’s new 

colour based system to identify the seriousness of the accident in ships. The stakeholder 

group included shipping companies, classification societies, universities, research institutes 

and other maritime SAR organizations. The system is called Vessel TRIAGE and it is based 

on widely approved system that is used by medical emergency responders.  The system is 

based on four categories that are colour coded.  

 

It has been recognized that communication between vessel involved in accident and SAR 

organizations is difficult and in many cases slow. This happened for example in accident of 

Costa Concordia (MIT, 2013). It is very hard for ship’s crew to estimate how severe the 

situation is for the whole ship if there is no pre-set levels of severity of the accident. 

 

The idea behind the colour codes is that it’s a common language between vessel in need for 

help and local SAR organizations. The colour code takes only account the situation of the 

vessel. For example if there would be man-over-board situation, the vessel TRIAGE level 

would be green for the ship, of course assuming that nothing has happened to the vessel 

itself, even though there is a serious danger to life for the person over board. Also mass 

illness of the passengers on-board, due to food poisoning for example, are outside of the 

Vessel TRIAGE scope, because there is no danger to the ship. 

 

Vessel TRIAGE has four levels; green, yellow, red and black. TRIAGE levels are introduced 

in figure 2.1. Green is the safest level and it’s defined by “Vessel is safe and can be assumed 

to remain so”. This means, that it is safer for the passengers to remain in the vessel than to 

evacuate to lifeboats or rafts. There is always risk of more accident when evacuating. 

(Raja 2016) 
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Figure 2.1 Vessel TRIAGE levels (Raja 2016) 

 

Yellow is the next level of TRIAGE. It means “Vessel is currently safe, but there is a risk 

that the situation will get worse.” This means, that vessel has suffered some kind of damage, 

but it’s under control. There is only small difference to red level and it might be hard to 

determine which the correct level is. Red situation can seem to be good at the beginning, but 

there is significant risk that the situation will worsen. Black level means that the vessel has 

been lost. 

 

The situation of the ship is evaluated individually for all the different threat factors and the 

most severe threat factor sets the Vessel TRIAGE state. The threat factors are flooding, 

listing or decrease in stability, decrease of manoeuvrability, black-out, fire or explosion and 

danger posed by hazardous substances. In addition the evaluation takes account the crews 

condition and capability in the situation and weather condition. Appendix 3 presents the 

Vessel TRIAGE assessment form. For example if ship is in collision that causes flooding 

and fire, both are estimated individually. It could be that fire gives level yellow and flooding 

gives red. In this situations the overall status of the ship would be red. 

 

NAPA Emergency Computer uses this colour system also. However it only takes account 

flooding situations. In case of flooding, EC shows ship’s crew the situation in colour code 

corresponding the Vessel TRIAGE code.  
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2.8 NAPA Emergency Computer system 

 

NAPA Emergency Computer (EC) is a decision support system for cruise ships, which 

monitors ships vulnerability in normal situation and does survivability predictions in 

flooding emergency situations. NAPA EC does not give any specific action plans to crew, 

such as counter flooding measures, it only gives prediction what is going to happen in next 

three hours. The Emergency Computer system is divided into server and client. There can 

be multiple clients that display calculation results done by the EC server. The system 

architecture is presented in Figure 2.2. EC server receives data from ships automation 

system. NAPA EC works together with NAPA Loading Computer and receives the current 

loading condition of the vessel from it.  

 

  

Figure 2.2 NAPA EC system architecture (NAPA Ltd.) 

 

The calculation is done at the EC server and it is displayed at EC clients. User can also give 

input for the server, such as create manual damages with client computers. EC clients show 

the graphical user interface (GUI) of the EC system. In figures 2.3 and 2.4 there is two 

examples of the GUI. In Figure 2.3 EC is monitoring vulnerability. At the moment there is 

two open WT-doors, connection three WT-zones. This results into yellow vulnerability level 

displayed in the left side of the screen. In Figure 2.4 EC GUI is showing flooding emergency 

situation, where four compartments are flooded. Right side of the screen displays the location 

of the predicted breaches in general arrangement (GA). Blue colour in GA is the breached 

room and yellow is progressive flooding. Top left side of the screen shows the floating 
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position of the ship and the total flooded volume. Survivability meter is also displayed here. 

In this case the ships survivability red, telling the ship’s crew that the situation is very critical. 

In the bottom of the screen there is a timeline displaying critical events. Heel prediction 

graph can also be viewed in this area. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Screen capture from Emergency Computers user interface. In normal situation 

EC is monitoring WT-doors and vulnerability of the ship. (NAPA Ltd.) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Screen capture from EC in damage situation. (NAPA Ltd.) 
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2.8.1 NAPA 3D model of the ship 

 

Ship is modelled from keel to one deck above the bulkhead deck. The model involves all the 

tanks and dry spaces. General rule is that all the A-class structures are modelled as own 

room. However, small A-class structures, such as pantries, are left out due to minor 

significance to the calculation and large impact to calculation speed. All the WT doors, 

connecting fire doors, flooding hatches and other openings are included in the model. Also, 

all the vertical connections between decks are also modelled into the model, except pipes 

and electrical cablings. 

 

2.8.2 Rooms, vertical connections and WT-zones 

 

WT compartments inside the hull are divided into rooms. Room is a NAPA definition for 

3D object that has volume. NAPA generates calculation section for each room and the 

calculation is based on them. Rooms have connections to other rooms and flooding can 

progress into adjacent room through them. Rooms have also steel reduction and permeability 

factors that limit the maximum flooding volume. Steel reduction is main factor in tanks and 

permeability is used in dry spaces. The values for permeability are coming from SOLAS 

rules (SOLAS 2009) and they are listed in table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 Permeability factors from SOLAS (SOLAS 2009) 

Spaces Permeability 

Appropriated to stores 0.60 

Occupied by accommodation 0.95 

Occupied by machinery 0.85 

Void spaces 0.95 

Intended for liquids 0 or 0.95 

 

All the vertical connections need to be taken into account in the NAPA model for EC. These 

are usually escape trunks, staircases, people lifts and lift platforms. There can also be vertical 

connections such as a laundry chute above the laundry room. These are all possible ways for 

water to reach the adjacent deck. Piping, electrical cable ducts and air ducts are considered 

to be waterproof and excluded from the model. 

 

Some large open areas are divided into two parts to generate difference between the centre 

line of the ship. Large cabin areas are typical example of this. After the division they are 
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connected with openings that have size about the corridors between the cabins and they are 

considered to be always open. 

 

Rooms in NAPA model are divided into WT-zones in a separate table. With this information 

EC can determine how many WT-zones are flooding. WT-zone means area between two 

watertight bulkheads. Figure 2.5 illustrates typical WT subdivision of cruise ship. The water 

tight subdivision of the study ship can be seen in appendix 2. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Watertight subdivision of the study ship (Kujanpää & Routi 2009) 

 

2.8.3 Openings 

 

After the rooms are modelled, all the possible connection between them are added in. These 

are doors, flooding hatches and other openings between them. All of the openings are given 

location and area of the opening. Doors and flooding hatches are given collapsing pressures 

and leaking coefficients. Leaking coefficient means the level of water head, in which the 

door starts to leak. Both values are measured from the lower limit of the opening. The doors 

have a direction of opening defined in NAPA, so that they can have different collapsing 

pressures for different directions. For example hinged A-class fire door can stand larger 

water head if it pushes the door towards the door frame compared if the pressure pushes the 

door away from the door frame. 

 

Jakubowski and Bieniek (2010) tested different kind of doors and windows in 

FLOODSTAND research project. The test was conducted with pressured test tank and the 

tested structure was attached to it. The water pressure was increased until the door collapsed. 

The deformation and collapsing pressure was measured in this test. In same project Naar and 

Vaher (2010) did numerical analysis of the critical pressure heads of the flooding limiting 

structures. From these studies Ruponen and Routi (2011) formed a guideline for progressive 

flooding damage calculations and how the leaking and collapsing should be implemented 

into NAPA calculations. These values can be seen in table 2.2. In the table, aratio means the 

leakage area ratio, which is dimensionless. Leakage ratio is 
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𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  α +  𝛽 ∗  𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓       (1) 

 

Where Heff is the effective water level to the opening and α and β are coefficients. In case 

where the leaking is constant regardless to effective water height, α is used. If the Heff effects 

the leakage, β is used. 

 

Table 2.2 Leaking and collapsing pressures of different door types. (Jalonen et al. 2016) 

Door type Pressure 

direction 

Hleak 

[m] 

aratio =  +  Heff  

 [-]        [1/m] 

Hcoll 

[m] 

A-class 

hinged 

(single leaf) 

into 0.0 0.0 0.02 2.5 

 

out 0.0 0.0 0.03 2.5 

A-class 

double leaf 

out 0.0 0.025 0.0 2.0 

A-class 

sliding 

into 0.0 0.025 0.0 1.0 

out 0.0 0.025 0.0 1.0 

Cold room 

sliding door 

into 0.0 0.0 0.03 3.5 

B-class 

joiner door 

into 0.0 0.0 0.03 1.5 

out 0.0 0.03 0.0 1.5 

 

 

Opening pressures for flooding hatches must be received from shipyard as these values 

depending on the manufacturer and the type of the hatch. 

 

NAPA EC can determine if the door is open or closed if the door is equipped with status 

sensor. If there is no signal from the door, there can be a default value for this. The default 

value “Closed” is given to all the cold room doors, lift doors, and to A-class doors that are 

not regularly used, for example doors to escape trunks and storages. Especially on the 

bulkhead deck and above doors can be assumed to be open as default, because main corridor 

on the bulkhead deck is very busy corridor used by ship’s crew and the backbone of the 

logistics in cruise ship. Also the crew usually has time to close the doors on bulkhead deck 

in emergency situations. The deck above the bulkhead deck is usually already public area 

used by the passengers. There the doors are also usually open. The doors between passenger 

area and crew area are closed on this deck. Also doors leading into storages are assumed to 

be closed.  
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3 Calculation in NAPA Emergency Computer 

 

NAPA Emergency Computer is decision support system for cruise ships in flooding 

accidents. It monitors vessels watertight doors constantly and calculates vulnerability level 

for the ship from their status. In case of flooding EC detects the flooding with flooding 

sensors and starts prediction calculation automatically and gives ships survivability level in 

colour, as in Vessel TRIAGE level. Calculation is based on the 3D model made with NAPA 

Design software. Model used in the study is described in the paragraph 5.2 and the 3D model 

used in NAPA EC in paragraph 2.8.  All the calculations in this thesis were made with NAPA 

EC release 2016.1. 

 

3.1 Vulnerability calculation 

 

Important part of NAPA EC is vulnerability monitoring. The system constantly monitors 

vessels watertight doors and calculates vulnerability value from them taking the operational 

status of the vessel in to account. The value is based on the number of connected WT 

compartments. For example two open WT-doors can effect two, three or four compartments. 

This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. If two open WT-doors affect four WT-compartments the 

ship becomes more vulnerable than if the two open WT-doors effect only two or three 

compartments. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Presentation of the possible effect of two open WT doors (Pennanen et al. 2015) 
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It has been recognized that with vulnerability monitoring crew starts to pay more attention 

to open WT-doors and vulnerability level. Jasionowski found out that in couple of weeks 

after vulnerability monitoring, the level lowered significantly as the crew started to change 

their working habits. (Jasionowski 2011) 

 

Water tight doors have different categories that are stated in IMO MSC.1/Circ.1380. There 

are four categories (A, B, C and D). Category D is not relevant for passenger ships, as they 

are not allowed in passenger ships.  

 

The relevant categories for cruise ships are 

 

 Type A which is permitted to stay open during navigation. 

 Type B which may be opened during navigation and stay open when immediate work 

requires it to stay open. Door must be closed immediately after the tasks are 

completed. 

 Type C which can be opened due to passage through it, door must be closed 

immediately after the passage through it has ended.  

 

NAPA EC calculates vulnerability with a simplified calculation method. Vulnerability level 

is calculated with formula 

 

𝑉𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = min[1.0, 𝐶 ∗ (𝑁 − 1)]   (2) 

 

where N is the number of affected compartments and C is the navigation status coefficient. 

C is in normal situation 0.25 and 0.5 when risk has increased. This can happen for example 

due to bad weather conditions or navigating in busy shipping lane. (Pennanen et al. 2015) 
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Figure 3.2 Vulnerability level in normal sea mode and high risk mode as function of affected 

WT compartments (Pennanen et al. 2015) 

 

As can be seen in equation 1 and figure 3.2, the maximum vulnerability level is 1. In normal 

navigation mode three WT compartment situation is still yellow-level situation, but in high 

risk mode, it’s already red. 

IMO MSC.1/Circ.1380 recognizes certain operating conditions restricting WT door use. 

Situation can also be combination of several conditions. MSC.1/Circ.1380 recommends that 

A, B and C class doors are kept closed in following conditions 

 

 in waters with high traffic density 

 near coastal waters 

 in heavy weather 

 in dangerous ice conditions 

 in waters where soundings are unreliable 

 during periods of restricted visibility 

 within port limits or compulsory pilotage waters 

 when loose objects are nearby, which could potentially prevent the watertight door 

from being closed 

 under any condition when the ship's master considers the situation to necessitate all 

watertight doors to be closed. (IMO MSC.1/Circ.1380) 

 

Current loading condition can also be used in the vulnerability level calculation. If the 

stability criteria are not met, system will give vulnerability level 1.0 automatically. This 

means red vulnerability level. 
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NAPA EC also keeps log for the opened WT doors and vulnerability level. This can be used 

for setting targets for safety and recognize in miss practices. This log data can also be used 

for example valuate the design of ships GA and improve them in the future.  

 

3.2 Survivability calculation 

 

NAPA EC will start automatically survivability calculation when ships flooding detect 

flooding. First EC will collect 30 seconds of data and after this, breach(s) are generated. EC 

also uses real actual loading condition of the vessel as the initial condition for calculation. 

The tank levels are received from ships automation system.  EC can also take into account 

the status of non-watertight doors, for example monitored A-class fire doors. NAPA EC 

calculates the situation in multiple rounds. After the previous calculation round has been 

finished, the new calculation starts with updated information. One calculation round can take 

up to five minutes, depending on damage size and how fast the calculation finds equilibrium 

for the ship. 

 

Survivability is presented with three colour levels (green, yellow and red), same as 

vulnerability level. The level is calculated with equation: 

 

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = min (𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡, 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏 , 𝐹𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐)    (3) 

 

The total factor is the minimum of the flooding extent, stability or evacuation factors. All 

these factors are function of time and they are been explained better in following chapters. 

 

Heel angle is considered to be very important factor in survivability calculation, however it 

is not taken into account directly. Heel angle effects the evacuation time and at large heel 

angle launching the lifeboats becomes impossible. Heel angle effects stability and 

evacuation factors and taken into account through them. (Ruponen et al. 2015) 

 

3.2.1 Damage Extent 

 

Factor for damage extend is calculated from flooded watertight compartments. This is very 

important information in decision making process. Most of the new cruise ships are able to 

survive multiple compartment damages. Only when water reaches bulkhead deck, situation 
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starts to get bad. This increases the risk of progressive flooding to reach undamaged WT 

compartments. NAPA EC uses this formula to calculate damage extend factor: 

 

𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 1.0  when 𝑁𝑓 ≤ 𝑁1 

𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝐶 ∙
𝑁0−𝑁𝑓

𝑁0−𝑁1
 when 𝑁1 < 𝑁𝑓 < 𝑁0   (4) 

𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 0.0  when 𝑁𝑓 ≥ 𝑁0 

 

Where Nf is the predicted number of flooded WT compartments at end of the prediction. N1 

is the amount of WT compartments that can be flooded without risk of capsizing. N0 is the 

number of WT compartments that survivability level is determent to be zero. C is coefficient 

for damage extent. It is normally 1.0 and if the bulkhead deck is flooded it is 0.5. The N0 is 

determined according to ship. Ships size and the number of the WT compartments determine 

how many compartment damage the ship can survive. According to author’s simulations, 

large modern cruise ships can survive most of the 3 compartment damages. (Pennanen et al. 

2016) 

 

3.2.2 Stability 

 

Risk of capsizing will increase even with small heeling angel if ships stability is not good 

enough. In EC this is calculated with SOLAS II-1 Regulation 7. EC takes into account the 

sfinal and smom factors and the smallest one is used. S-final is final stability factor and s-mom 

is maximum external moment. S-final factor is calculated with formula 

 

𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐾 ∙ (
𝐺𝑍𝑚𝑎𝑥

0.12
∙

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

16
)

1

4
    (5) 

 

Where range is the difference between maximum GZ and zero GZ value. Maximum GZ 

value is limited to value, where first unprotected opening is immersed. K factor is calculated 

with equation 

 

K = √
15°−ϕ

15°−7°
      (6) 

 

Where heeling angle ϕ is between 7° and 15°. If the heeling angle exceeds 15° the s factor 

is taken as zero and if the angle is less than 7°factor is taken as 1. 
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smom = min (
(GZmax−0.04)∙∆

Mheel
, 1.0)    (7) 

 

Where Mheel is maximum external moment. It can cause from wind, launching survival crafts 

or passenger crowding. 

 

To improve calculation speed, EC does not calculate GZ-curve and s-factor for each time 

step. Calculation is done only every five minutes in simulation time.  

 

3.2.3 Evacuation time 

 

EC also takes the relation between time required for evacuation (TR) to time available for 

evacuation (TA).  

 

𝐹𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐 = 1.0  when 𝑇𝑅 𝑇𝐴⁄ ≤ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐 

𝐹𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐 =
1−

𝑇𝑅
𝑇𝐴

1−𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐
 when 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐 < 𝑇𝑅 𝑇𝐴⁄ < 1.0  (8) 

𝐹𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑐 = 0.0  when 𝑇𝑅 𝑇𝐴⁄ ≥ 1.0 

 

Where Revac is critical time ratio. Value of Revac = 0.75 is used. EC limits the available 

evacuation time to 15° heel. 

 

The IMO MSC.1/Circ.1238 states that evacuation time for cruise ship with more than three 

vertical fire zones is 80 minutes. It has been concluded that heel and trim affect the 

evacuation time. This has been taken into account in evacuation calculation with equation 

 

∫ 𝑟(|𝜙(𝜏)|)𝑑𝜏 = 𝑇0
𝑇𝑅

0
     (9) 

 

where r(ϕ) is the reduction factor due to heel or trim angle and T0 is the required evacuation 

time at zero heel and trim. Time of day and number of passengers can be taken into account 

in T0. This feature is not at the moment implemented into NAPA EC. 

 

Ships heeling angel has a significant effect to passengers walking speed and evacuation time. 

Bles et al. (2002) have studied this in practical experiments and found out that the walking 

speed linearly drops with increasing heel. The results depend much on situation, for example, 

movement in stairs is slower than in corridors. Also direction, which people need to use the 

stairs is relevant. Stairs are slower to climb down than up with a heel angle. Also direction 
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of the corridor compared to heel is relevant.  Furthermore, opening of doors becomes a lot 

harder with heel. The type of the door and its opening direction is relevant in this situation. 

Meyer-König et al. (2005) are proposing a bit more optimistic results in walking speed. 

Depending on situation, they propose that walking speed is between 0.65-0.7 at 20° heel 

(Figure 3.3). 

 

According to Vassalos et al. (2002) the drop in walking speed is even larger. They propose 

that walking speed drops to zero around 20° heel. NAPA EC uses linear value to decrees the 

walking speed in its calculation, where reduction of 0.5 at 20° heel is used. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Reduction factors to walking speed due to heel angle. (Ruponen et al. 2015) 

 

3.2.4 Breach detection and generation 

 

After first flooding sensor detects water, EC waits for 30 seconds before it starts its first 

survivability calculation. During this time some other sensors may detect water also and the 

first prediction is more accurate. According to sensor data, EC generates breaches to 

damaged compartments. Each compartment has predefined potential breaches. Potential 

breach can be on the side of the room or on the bottom. If room intersects surface that is one 

fifth of the breadth of the ship from the hull, the potential breach is created to the side of the 
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room. This is because, even though the room does not touch the hull, the most likely breach 

direction is from side. Especially on higher decks. Even at tank top, the double bottom will 

protect the bottom well. Otherwise potential breach will be generated to bottom of the room. 

If compartment reaches both sides of the ship, there can be two potential breaches, one for 

each side. Potential breach is defined with line, which has two end points, and maximum 

area. Width of the breach is determined by the flooding rate.  Breach can only be 

automatically generated into rooms that have at least one flooding sensor. Breach cannot be 

generated to room that is categorized as tank. The level in tanks is received in start of every 

prediction calculation. The difference of real breach and modelled breach can be seen in 

figure 3.4. If the real breach is in room that does not have a sensor, the breach can be created 

manually by the crew or it will be generated when the flooding reaches the first room with a 

flooding sensor. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Illustration of breach creation in NAPA EC (Ruponen et al. 2015) 

 

 

Area for the modelled breach is evaluated through volumetric flow rate. This is calculated 

with central difference equation 

 

∑ 𝑄𝑖𝑗 =
𝑑𝑉𝑖

𝑑𝑡
≈

𝑉(𝐻𝑖(𝑡)+
𝛿𝑡

2

𝑑𝐻𝑖(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
)−𝑉(𝐻𝑖(𝑡)−

𝛿𝑡

2

𝑑𝐻𝑖(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡

𝛿𝑡𝑗    (10) 

 

where δt is the time step for sensor signal and t is time. Typical value is about 2 seconds. 

The dHi/dt is the measured level rate in the room and Hi is the flooded water height. V is the 

flooded volume and Q is the volumetric flow rate. From this the area of the breach can be 

calculated with equation 

 

𝐴𝑖 ≈
𝑑𝑉𝑖(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡

𝐶𝑑√2𝑔∆𝐻(𝑡)
      (11) 
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where H is floodwater level, g is gravitational acceleration, which is taken as 9.81 m/s2. ∆H 

is effective pressure head, calculated from the sea level and potential breach location. Cd is 

constant discharge coefficient and value Cd = 0.6 can be used. 

 

Sometimes the breach to the room is so small compared to the area of the room that the level 

rate is close to zero. In these situations where level rate is less than 0.5 cm/s it is taken as 0.5 

cm/s. This can happen for example if engine room gets small breach. Also if the calculated 

breach size is less than 0.1 m2, it is taken as 0.1m2. This may result to too large breaches at 

first simulation rounds, but in long run it evens out. The maximum breach area is defined 

according to the geometry of the room.  

 

It’s very important that breach generation is done correctly at the beginning of the flooding, 

as the level rate of the floodwater is larger. After the progressive flooding has started and 

other compartments are flooded the level rate starts to decrease or vary. The room may also 

be completely flooded and the level rate is zero. Also, if the breach is in wrong location or 

has wrong size, the error may start to cumulate in the progressive flooding calculation. 

Especially with long time step of 30 seconds. 

 

Potential breach can never be exactly same as real breach. Especially when the breach is 

large compared to the volume of the room, for example over 40 m2 in a room that is about 

100 m3, the breached room will flood very fast and the error might be large. However, this 

does not create too large difference in a calculation, as it basically dos not have any effect 

on calculation wheatear the breach is 50 m2 or 100 m2. This is due to fact that once the room 

has been flooded, the breach size does not affect the water pressure.   

 

3.2.5 Flooding calculation 

 

Emergency Computer uses time-domain algorithm developed by Ruponen (2007) to 

calculate progressive flooding with a step of 30 seconds. Long time step is chosen to keep 

calculation performance high. EC uses also implicit time integration with pressure-

correction method to ensure numerical stability even though the time step is long. In 

emergency situation, the input data can be assumed to be somewhat inaccurate and the 

situation is always time critical. This justifies the use of this more straight forward 

calculation method. In NAPA EC the sea state is always considered to be calm.  
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3.3 Problems in EC calculation and insufficient sensor 

arrangement 

 

In NAPA EC, all the modelled wall structures are assumed to be totally watertight. Flooding 

to adjacent compartment can only occur through doors, flooding hatches and openings. In 

reality some leaking may happen through piping or poorly welded seam, for example. If EC 

does not find the logical route to floodwater to reach the flooding room, it will create new 

breach to that room. This will cause problem, because the water is assumed to come outside 

of the ship and not from the other room, which is the real source. This will cause error in the 

calculation. 

 

EC can only generate automatically modelled breaches to rooms that have flooding sensor. 

If real breach is formed to room that does not have flooding sensor, NAPA EC cannot define 

the modelled breach to that room. In worst case, EC will form the modelled breach in totally 

wrong room. The modelled breach can be created to wrong side of the ship for example in 

case of divided cabin area. This means that the flow of the flooding water in EC model is to 

wrong direction at first and the first modelled breach is significantly too small. Aft part of 

the cruise ship is usually occupied with cold storages and therefore are is very divided. If 

breach occurs there, it might take a long time before floodwater reaches a sensor. And again 

the breach is created in a wrong room.  

 

At the moment there is no way of verifying the size of the modelled breach. There could be 

methods for it, for example comparing the calculated flooded volume to data from draft 

sensors and heel. From this data, the total needed floodwater amount can be calculated. 

Problem in this is the accuracy of the draft sensor data. Even a few centimetre error could 

mean hundreds of cubic meters difference in displacement. Draft sensors can easily have 

this error due to waves for example. 

 

Also system could compare the estimated time for floodwater to reach certain flood sensor 

to the actual time when sensor starts to send water level data. From the difference the breach 

size could be adjusted. The accuracy of the flooding sensors makes this a good method, 

however the water can be from another breach than the original one. 
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4 Sensors and requirements for sensor arrangement 

4.1 IMO rules for sensors and sensor arrangement 

 

IMO has released guidelines for flooding detection system in passenger ships and the roles 

apply for all passenger ships carrying 36 or more passengers and constructed on or after 1 

July 2010. SOLAS regulation II-1/22-1 requires that flooding detection system need to be 

provided to all the water tight spaces below the bulkhead deck. Annex MSC.1/Circ.1291 

states: 

 

“A flooding detection system should be fitted in all watertight spaces below the bulkhead 

deck that:  

.1 have a volume, in cubic metres (m3), that is more than the ship’s moulded displacement 

per centimetre (cm) immersion at deepest subdivision draught; or  

.2 have a volume more than 30 m3,  

whichever is the greater.” (IMO MSC.1/Circ.1291) 

 

Flooding detection system is defined a system of sensors and alarms that detect and give 

warning of floodwater in watertight compartments. Guideline does not demand continues 

water level monitoring, but the system can do it also. NAPA EC system requires continues 

flooding level monitoring in order to work. 

 

IMO also states that if a watertight space extend full breath of the ship should have sensors 

on both starboard and port side. This is also recommended for spaces with arrangements that 

restrict transverse flow of water. If the length of water tight space is more than LS/5 or the 

arrangement considerably restricts the longitudinal water flow, it should be provided both 

aft and fore sensors. This long WT compartments in a cruise ship are extremely rear and 

practically non-existent in resent ships in my own observations.  

 

Sensors should be placed so that they detect water at earliest at logical heel and trim values. 

This means that at the forward from mid-ship, sensors should be installed on fore side of the 

space and at aft side of the ship they should be installed on aft side of the space. Sensors 

should also be installed on lowest possible point of the space. If there is only one sensor at 

the water tight compartment, is should be installed as close to centreline as possible. If WT-

compartment has more sensors, they should be installed on both sides of the ship. Annex 

also detects that maintenance and testing of the sensors should be taken into account when 

choosing the installation locations. 
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In practice there has been some different interpretations of these rules. Especially 

interpretation of the transverse flow of water has been different in certain projects, where 

NAPA EC has been delivered. In some ships there is usually only one sensor at the centreline 

of one WT compartment per deck. Especially crew cabin areas has been given only one 

sensor.  

 

4.2 NAPA’s recommendation for sensor arrangement 

 

NAPA’s current recommendation for sensor arrangement is based on IMO MSC.1/Circ.1291 

rules, but NAPA emphasises that there should be at least two sensors in one watertight 

compartment per deck. One for each side. They should also be located in space most likely 

to be breached. This helps EC in breach detection. If the structure is much dispersed, more 

than two sensors per WT compartment should be added.  

 

4.3 Working principle of sensors 

 

IMO rules state that flooding detection system is a system that detects and alarms of water 

ingress into water tight compartments. It does not require that the continuous flooding level 

is monitored, but the system may monitor it. (MSC.1/Circ.1291) The NAPA EC requires a 

flooding detection system that does continuous level monitoring in order to work. 

 

There are several sensor suppliers in the markets and the working principle can vary from 

supplier to supplier. According to the author’s experience, one common working principle 

is an air pressure in pipe based solution. There is constant airflow in vertical pipe. When the 

lower end of the pipe is emerged into floodwater the air pressure starts to rise in the pipe. 

The air pressure is measured and from that the water level can be determent. Problem in this 

system is that the water level needs to about 10 cm from the floor of the room in order to 

sensor to detect it. This can be especially problematic in bulkhead deck where 10 cm of 

undetected water can be very dangerous as it can progress far before it is detected by sensors. 

 

According to discussions with shipyards, the price for one sensor is about 1000 €. This 

usually covers the sensor and its installation costs. Of course some sensor models can be 

even more expensive.   
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5 Test method 

5.1 Reference results 

 

The study is made with simulating damage scenarios to the study ship. Simulation process 

is done by creating realistic damage scenarios and simulating them in NAPA design software 

damage stability task with 2 second time step. The damage is created as a damaged surface 

to the breached rooms. The model of the ship for the reference calculation is exactly the 

same as in EC calculation. 

 

From this simulation, artificial sensor data can be generated for each flooding sensor. Sensor 

data is an .xml file with each sensor level written for every 2 seconds. This sensor data can 

be used as input for EC server and the server will start breach generation and progressive 

flooding prediction as in real situation. Five centimetre alarm limit is set for the sensors. This 

means that the minimal value that sensor can detect is 5 cm, all the lower levels are ignored. 

This is done so that the sensors correspond more to real sensors, which cannot detect very 

small water levels, as explained in chapter 4.3. EC server will produce data for breach size, 

heel angle, trim angle, draught and flooded volume. These results from NAPA damage 

stability calculations are used as reference data.  

 

5.2 Study ship 

 

Simulations are done with NAPA model based of FLOODSTAND-A demo ship which was 

created in 2009. Ship is a Post Panamax, 125000 GT, large cruise ship with total capacity of 

5600 persons on-board. Main dimensions of the ship are presented in table 5.1.  The ship is 

divided into 22 watertight compartments presented in appendix 2. GA of the lowest 5 decks 

of the ship is presented in appendix 1. This GA does not have the modifications that are 

discussed below. (Kujanpää & Routi 2009) 

 

Some modifications were made to the original NAPA database of the ship. In order to make 

the ship correspond more to modern cruise ships, double side is added to engine rooms. This 

was proposed on MSC 93/6/7 (2014) and it has seem to be a trend after Costa Concordia 

accident in large cruise ships according to the authors experience in EC delivery projects. In 

addition some storage areas were divided even more to make the model more realistic. This 

was also done at fore part laundry areas. This also makes breach detection more realistic, 

when one compartment will not extend from one side to the other. Also some escape trunks 
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and staircases were added, so that there is at least one vertical connection in each WT-

compartment. The final model is divided into 308 rooms. 

 

Table 5.1 Main dimensions of FLOODSTAND-A ship 

Main Dimensions  

Gross Tonnage 125 000 GT 

Length overall 327 m 

Length at design waterline 300.7 m 

Design draught 8.5 m 

Breath at design water line 37.4 m 

Max number of passengers 4200 

Number of crew 1400 

Total persons on-board 5600 

Number of WT-zones 22 

 

The general EC preparation process is also done after these modifications. This includes the 

sensor definitions, potential breach definitions and WT-zone tables. The crew cabin areas 

were also divided into two from the centre line. The openings, such as doors, are given 

collapsing and leaking values. All the WT and SWT doors are considered to be closed. Also 

all the lift doors, cold room doors and doors to storage rooms and escape trunks are 

considered to be closed. This will represent the more accurate real life situation when the 

doors that are more actively in use are left open. The total amount of openings in the model 

is 357. 

 

5.2.1 Loading condition 

 

Simulations were made with realistic sailing loading condition where ship has as small initial 

heel as possible and small trim. Tanks have a 50% load. In this loading condition ship has 

9229.2 deadweight and the lightweight of the ship is 56835.7 ton. Loading case is presented 

in detail in appendix 8. 
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Table 5.2. Initial floating position and stability values of the study ship. 

Floating position    

Draught moulded  8.366 m KM 20.90 m 

Trim  0.041 m KG  18.01 m 

Heel, PS=+  0.1 deg GM0  2.89 m 

TA  8.346 m GMCORR  -0.30 m 

TF  8.387 m GM  2.59 m 

Trimming moment  8109 tonm   

 

5.2.2 Studied sensor arrangements 

 

The sensor arrangements represent the commonly seen arrangements. One is the minimum 

allowed sensor arrangement required by IMO with assumptions like that crew cabin areas 

can have only one sensor at the centre line. This is called version “A”. This arrangement has 

only two sensors above the bulkhead deck and they are located in the steering rooms at the 

aft of the ship. The total number of sensors in this version is 70. The second one is NAPA’s 

interpretation to the IMO rules, where the statement for flow of water restricting structures 

is stricter. This will result in two sensors at crew cabin areas for example. This is called 

version “B”. This version only has few sensors in the bulkhead deck and 89 sensors in total. 

The third arrangement is the one with even more sensors than NAPA currently recommends. 

In this arrangement all the rooms that can be realistically breached are equipped with sensors. 

This is called version “C”.  

 

The largest differences between the versions B and C is in the compartments where the A-

class structures divide the compartment in three or more rooms in transverse direction and 

that C has more sensor on bulkhead deck. The total amount of sensors is 134. The differences 

are shown in table 5.3. The sensor coverage number is a relation of monitored room volume 

to total volume of the rooms in the model. In reality, coverage on A-version is higher as 

some rooms are divided at mid ship but only one half has a sensor. 
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Table 5.3. Sensor amount, distribution and coverage of tested arrangements 

Version Info Sensor count 

below bulkhead 

deck 

Sensor count 

on bulkhead 

deck 

Sensor  

coverage 

A Minimal requirement 68 2 73.7 % 

B NAPA’s 

recommendation 

87 2 88.1 % 

C All the large rooms 

equipped with sensors 

95 39 93.2 % 

 

5.3 Studied damage cases 

 

Damage cases for this study were selected to be realistic and some of them are similar to 

cruise ship accidents, such as Costa Concordia accident. All the damages effect at least two 

WT-zones and they will breach to the dry spaces of the ship. Small damages that only effect 

one compartment or double bottom voids were not considered as the results wold be very 

similar in all cases. The studied damage cases are presented in table 5.4. There is couple of 

collision damages to the side of the ship (cases 1 and 2). This kind of accident has not 

happened to cruise ships recently, but they are likely damage scenarios. Collision damage 

where study ship collides bow first into another ship is not studied as the collision bulkhead 

prevents the water progression altogether. One of the cases is very similar to Costa 

Concordia accident, where long side scrape damage breaches multiple WT compartments 

around the engine rooms. This is case 3. Case 4 is damage to the bottom of the ship. This 

may happen when ship sails over a rock that breaches double bottom and in some areas the 

tank top. This kind of damage has accrued for Sally Albatross and Monarch of the Seas for 

example (Maritime Investigator, Oslo, Norway & United States Coast Guard, 1998 and 

Onnettomuustutkintakeskus 1994) Case 5 is a long side scrape where damage is close to the 

waterline. Case 6 is also a side scrape damage, but on the port side of the vessel. Also the 

damage is larger and it makes breaches over the bulkhead deck. This kind of damage can 

happen with collision to ground or other ship. The damages and their outcome are described 

more accurately in chapter 7.  
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Table 5.4 Studied damage cases. 

Damage 

case 

Info Number of 

damaged WT 

zones 

Equilibrium or capsize 

time 

Case 1 Side damage to aft of the 

ship. 

2 43 min 44 s to equilibrium 

Case 2 Side damage to forward 

part of the ship. 

2 5 min 44 s to equilibrium 

Case 3 Side damage to aft part of 

the ship. Both engine 

rooms are breached.  

5 7 hours and 42 minutes to first 

critical opening to submerge 

Case 4 Long bottom damage with 

small breaches to tank top. 

6 59 min 30 s to first critical 

opening to submerge 

Case 5 Long and narrow side 

damage to middle part of 

the ship just under water 

line. 

4 Flooding over in 60 minutes 

but NAPA unable to find 

equilibrium 

Case 6 Long side scrape damage to 

fore part of the ship 

damaging also rooms 

above the bulkhead deck. 

5 1 hour and 30 minutes to first 

critical opening to submerge 
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6 Results and analyses  

 

NAPA EC simulation server returns data for heel, trim, draft, flooded water amount in dry 

spaces and number of flooded compartment. EC server also writes a log file where the 

calculated breach sizes and level rates are saved. In this study, mainly the breach size are 

compared and how it effects the flooded volume and heel prediction. Also the effect that 

breach sizes have on heel, trim and the total amount of flooded volume is considered.  

 

The data is presented with bar charts and line charts, where real breaches are always 

presented with blue colour, version A in orange, version B yellow and version C with green. 

 

6.1 Case 1 – Side collision damage to aft part of the ship 

 

One of the problem areas that is highlighted in this study is a typical solution of lower deck 

in aft part of the ship. The area is usually reserved to storage and workshops making it 

divided. In this damage case the breach damages rooms R030202_B and R040202. Also the 

voids (R030001 and R040001) below them are breached. Breach sizes can be seen in Figure 

6.3. The total breach area in this case is 12.5 m2. Progressive flooding takes 43 minutes and 

44 seconds to reach equilibrium. At his point 4609 tons of water has flooded the ship. 

Flooding has completely filled the two damaged compartments and the water reaches to deck 

03, which is one above the highest breached deck. In Figure 6.1 flooding stage is presented 

after 44 minutes form the damage has accurred. Flooding has risen to deck 03 but only the 

middele corridors are flooding. The deck 03 is occupied with coldrooms and the coldroom 

doors prevent water to flood in them very well. 
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Figure 6.1 Flooding stage after 44 minutes form the damage has occurred. Damage location 

is marked with red square. 

 

In the minimal sensor arrangement (A) this area is only equipped with one sensor in the 

middle. The sensor is in room R030203. If the room on the side of the ship is breached, flood 

need to progress through two rooms and three A-class fire doors to reach flooding sensor. In 

the B version the sensors are placed into sides of the ship and they detect the breach 

immediately. Version B has sensors in rooms R030201 and R030202_B. In the version C all 

the three room mentioned are equipped with sensors. This can be seen in Figure 6.2. The 

sensor locations in other versions are the same as in version C, but they only have some of 

the sensors that version C does. In WT-zone 04 all the three versions have the same sensors 

in rooms R040201 and R040202. 
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Figure 6.2 Sensor locations in version C. Damage is marked with red symbol. Green rooms 

are dry spaces equipped with sensor, blue is tank equipped with sensor and red is a room 

without sensor. 

 

In the first case actual breach is created in four rooms. The breach sizes can be seen in Figure 

6.3. The breached rooms are equipped with flooding sensor in versions B and C, but not in 

version A. For this reason, EC creates breach in room R030203 in version A and not in the 

actual breached room. The breach in room R030203 is created in second prediction round 

and it will not be taken into account in first prediction. Therefore there is no information 

about WT compartment 03 to be breached outside of the void, until couple of minutes after 

the damage has occurred. 
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Figure 6.3 Breach sizes in case 1.  

 

Rooms R030001 and R040001 are voids and flooding cannot progress from those rooms 

forward. Therefore the breach areas in these rooms have significantly smaller effect than 

breaches in other rooms. As the version A does not have sensor in room R030202_B, it has 

very small breach in room R030203. The size difference is significant as it is the only 

modelled breach in WT-zone 03 that is not in void. This will result in large differences in 

prediction results.  In WT-zone 04 the prediction is same in all 3 version as their sensor 

arrangement is the same there. NAPA EC predicts the breach very well there. 

 

The breach size result to good heel predictions in the versions B and C. As can be seen in 

Figure 6.5 these versions predict the heel to reach zero in about 30 minutes.  Reason why 

version B and C have different heel prediction results is that in version B there is no sensor 

in room R030203 and EC has to assume the water level in that room from previous 

calculation round. In version C there is a sensor and EC does not have to assume the water 

level from previous calculation. Version A does not predict breaches above the double 

bottom voids and the flooded volume stays in half of the reference flooded volume. For this 

reason the heel prediction is very wrong. 
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Figure 6.4 Total amount of flooded volume. 

 

Figure 6.5 Heel predictions in first prediction round 
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6.2 Case 2 – Side collision damage to fore part of the ship 

 

Case 2 is a collision damage to the side of the ship. In this case, a large ship with bulbous 

bow has collided in 90 degree angle to the side of the study ship, creating a side damage 

close to the water line and little bit above it, damaging the bulkhead deck. The damage will 

extend over the bulkhead deck and this case will test how the minimal sensor arrangements 

at detect damages above bulkhead deck, where they don’t have any sensors. The damage 

breaches only two short WT-compartments. The flooding in case 2 is over very fast. The 

flooding finds an equilibrium in 5 min 44 sec. As the damaged compartments are relatively 

short, the flooding does not reach the bulkhead deck. Flooding progresses fast because area 

is equipped with cross flooding hatches. In Figure 6.7 the flooding is presented 60 seconds 

after the damage. From this the deck 03 will flood partly and the flooding will stop for that 

stage. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Damage location in case 2. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Flloding stage after one minute from damage. Damage location is marked with 

red. GA is showing decks 01 – 03. 
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In case 2 the breach detection works in version B and C very well and there is no differences 

between them as the only difference between them in this area is that C version has sensor 

in room R150201_C. This room is not breached in this scenario and EC correctly does not 

create breach there in version C. 

 

In WT-zone 14 versions B and C perform well, creating breaches to decks 02 and 03. In 

room R140301_B all the versions predict 38.92 m2 breach size. Versions B and C have 

sensor in this room at the side of the vessel and version A at the centreline. This does not 

affect the predicted breach size because the initial flooding happens with small heel and the 

room floods evenly. On deck 02 version A only predicts small breach on room R140201, 

which is on port side of the vessel. None of the versions detect breach on room R140101_A. 

This can be explained with small breach size and EC assumes that the flooding in that room 

is progressive from deck 02. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.8 Breach sizes in case 2. 

 

In WT-zone 15 the version A only predicts two breaches. The large breach of 38.22 m2 in 

room R150301_A comes to port side of the ship and the actual damage is in starboard side 

of the ship. This is clear mistake due to fact that there is only one sensor in the middle. In 

version A EC does not detect breach in deck 02, which is critical mistake in this case. In 
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versions B and C EC detects breach in deck 02 and for this reason not in deck 03. Deck 03 

breach is mostly above water level in the beginning so it is not as critical as breach in deck 

02. In addition to the breaches in table 7.2 there is two actual breaches in bulkhead deck 

(deck 04). These breaches never submerge so they are irrelevant in the study as EC cannot 

detect them.  

 

Predicted flooded volume is presented in Figure 6.9. Due to smaller predicted breach sizes 

the flooded volume is a bit lower in version A than in versions B and C. Versions B and C 

follow the reference curve quite nicely with about one minute difference and the total flooded 

volume is almost same as in reference case. Version A gets to about same flooded volume, 

but with huge time difference. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.9 Total amount of floodwater. Reference calculation reaches equilibrium after 6 

minutes.  

 

The difference of flooding amount the version A compared to versions B and C result to 

small difference in heel prediction. Heel of the version B is identical to version C and is not 

visible in Figure 6.10. Version A does not predict the ship to heel as much as the other 

versions. However, all the versions predict the ship to stabilize back to zero heel very 

accurately.  
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Figure 6.10 Heel predictions. Version B follow version C line very closely and is hard to 

see. Reference calculation reaches equilibrium after 6 minutes. 

 

 

6.3 Case 3 – Side grounding damage to engine rooms 

 

Case 3 is a long side damage on to lower part of the hull starting from mid ship and reaching 

backwards from there. The damage is very similar to damage that Costa Concordia suffered 

in January 2012. Costa Concordia had a 52.943 m long damage to the side, breaching four 

WT compartments. From result of this damage Costa Concordia sunk partly. The ship drifted 

on shore and shallow water prevented the ship to capsize. However 32 persons lost their 

lives in this accident. (MIT 2014) 

 

This case takes 7 hours and 42 minutes. In this the ship capsizes and the reference calculation 

stops. It’s important that all the tested versions predict ship to sink in early phase. The 

damage in case 3 is mainly in engine rooms and other machinery area in the deck 01. These 

WT zones are well covered in all three versions, so there is no difference in first part of the 

prediction. In the later prediction round there is small differences such as version C finds 

breach in room R040301.  
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Figure 6.11 Damage in case 3. 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Flooding extend in case 3 after 3 hours from damage. Damage location is 

marked with red. 

 

Flooding extend after 3 hours from damage is presented in Figure 6.12. Water has flooded 

the decks 01 – 03 completely in WT-zones 04 - 08 at this point. Flooding has progressed to 

bulkhead deck (deck 04) at this point and progressed from there to ZT-zones 01 – 03, which 

is starting to flood. The ship has a large aft trim at this point, but heel is quite close to zero. 
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Figure 6.13 Breach sizes in case 3. 

 

The fact that the engine rooms, which are one of the most vulnerable parts of cruise ship, is 

well covered in all the versions is very good thing. All the breaches are detected in first 

prediction calculation and accuracy is very good. Only in room R050101_A the predicted 

breaches are significantly larger than the actual one. In version C EC detects breach in room 

R040301 in later face. This happens because EC does not find a logical way for water to 

progress there. In Figure 6.14 the breach sizes of the double bottom are in same class in all 

the rooms except in R05001. Room R080001 has a small breach of 0.4 m2 and all the 

versions predict 0.15 breach there. This is so small that it’s not visible on Figure 6.14. 

 

 

Figure 6.14 Breach sizes in douple bottom in case 3. 
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Figure 6.15 Flooded volume of the first prediction. All the versions predict identical 

breaches and so the flooded volume is identical. 

 

In Figure 6.15 the flooded volume is presented. As the breaches are identical in all the 

versions this means that flooded volume is also identical. The reason why it stays behind the 

reference volume is that in rooms R070101_M and R080101 the predicted breach size is 

smaller. Also these are the only breaches in those WT-zones. 

 

The versions A and B don’t have any sensors on bulkhead deck. Therefore they don’t have 

any new data after the breached rooms are completely flooded. Version C is equipped with 

bulkhead deck sensors and the EC gets information when water advances to rooms above 

bulkhead deck. For this reason the version C will predict the capsizing of the ship much more 

accurately than versions A and B (Figure 6.17). After about 5 hours from the damage version 

C starts to predict that the ship will capsize in about 6 hours and 30 minutes from the start 

of the damage. Prediction starting from 5 hours and 50 minutes, version B starts to predict 

the capsizing of the ship correctly. This still happens 100 minutes before the ship capsizes, 

leaving reasonable time for evacuation. Version A also starts to predict the heel to increase, 

however it does not predict the ship to capsize at this point. 
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Figure 6.16 First round heel prediction in case 3. 

 

 
Figure 6.17 Heel predictions in prediction 77, starting from about 5 hours after the 

damage has occurred. 
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Figure 6.18Heel prediction starting about 6 hours after the damage. 
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6.4 Case 4 – Large bottom grounding damage  

 

Case 4 is a bottom damage where ship sails over a rock that makes long damage to double 

bottom and in some areas brakes the tank top, causing flooding to lower decks in multiple 

compartments. The breaches to tank top are small, about 0.5 to 1.5 m2.  The damage is 

located close to centre line of the ship and in fore part. This damage will cause the ship to 

sink in about one hour. The important thing in this case is to compare the breaches to tank 

top separately from double bottom breaches. The breaches in double bottom voids and the 

predicted breaches are large. The breach sizes are 10 to even 100 times larger in double 

bottom as in the tank top. 

 

The flooding progresses quickly into the bulkhead deck and starts to progress to new WT 

compartments. After this, evacuation is only option for the ship’s captain. In many cases, it 

is way too late to start at this point. It’s very important that EC will predict ship to sink from 

the start to give the crew as much time as possible for evacuation.  

 

 

Figure 6.19 Flooding stage after 20 minutes from the damage. Flooding has reached 

bulkhead deck. Damage area in tank top is marked with red. 

 

 

The comparison of the predicted breaches is done in two parts in case 4. The double bottom 

voids and tank top rooms are compared separately. This is done because the size difference 
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between the breach sizes in them is large and the void breaches don’t have that large effect 

to the outcome of the progressive flooding and outcome of the damage prediction. Also all 

the versions have identical sensor arrangement in double bottom voids and therefore the 

results are identical.  

 

 

Figure 6.20 Breach sizes on double bottom voids in case 4. 

 

 

Figure 6.21 Breach sizes in tank top in case 4. 

 

 

In WT-compartments 14 and 15 (rooms R140101_A, R140101_B, R150101_A and 

R150101_B) the rooms have been connected with cross flooding hatches. This means that 

the adjacent rooms flood almost immediately and for this reason EC calculates only one 
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breach per WT zone. The total size per WT zone is important factor in estimating the 

performance of different versions. Version A has one sensor per WT compartment in zones 

12 and 13, and it is located in centre line, very close to the breach. For this reason the rooms 

R120101 and R130101 the version A has larger predicted breaches. 

 

EC predicts ship to capsize in all the cases. In first prediction round all the versions predict 

the ship to capsize little bit later than it actually does. Version A is closest to actual capsize 

due to good prediction in WT-zones 14 and 15. In these WT-zones version B detects only 

the breaches in rooms R140101_A and R150101_A. These rooms are on the side of the 

vessel and this makes the B version to cause largest difference in fist prediction round. 

 

 

Figure 6.22 Total flooded volume in case 4. There is systematic error in all the versions due 

to flood water in tanks that are not in results. 

 

In Figure 6.22 is presented the total flooded volume. In the EC results the flooded volume 

in tanks is not included, but it is included to reference results. This causes the systematic 

error in all the versions.  Tank level is taken as set value in start of every calculation round.  
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In later rounds, when water starts to flood the bulkhead deck, version C generates one large 

breach in bulkhead deck. This breach is 18.2 m2 and is located in room R200403. For this 

reason C version starts to predict the ship to capsize sooner than it actually does. At this time 

version B has couth up the reference data and predicts the capsizing almost exactly right.  

 

 

Figure 6.23 Heel predictions in first prediction round. 
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Figure 6.24 Heel prediction on 5th. prediction round. 

6.5 Case 5 – Long and narrow side damage to mid ship 

 

Case 5 is a long and narrow damage just below the waterline in the starboard side of the ship. 

Damage will extend into 5 WT-compartments, but the breach sizes are small. The breach is 

only 10 cm wide and it’s about 8 m from baseline. The total breach area is 6 m2. This kind 

of damage can occur when two ships collide with small angle and grind next to each other. 

The heel in this case changes from side to side from 13° to -10°.  The breach is in deck 02 

and the water will progress quickly to deck 01. Ship finds equilibrium when ship heels to 

port side and the breach rises above water level. 

 

 

Figure 6.25 Damage in case 5. 

 

Case 5 takes over 3 hours to find equilibrium and that is the maximum time of the calculation. 

However most of the flooding events are done in about 60 minutes when ship heels to port 

side and the breach rises above the water level. 
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Figure 6.26 Flooding situtation at 80 minutes after the damage. 

 

In this case there are large differences between version A compared to versions B and C. 

Versions B and C detect all the breaches quite accurately. Version A only detects two 

breaches in first prediction round and they are both about half of the size of the real breach. 

Versions B and C both detect 4.7 m2 breaches. Version A detects only 1.8 m2 breach area. 

This difference is significant and will result overly positive prediction results. 

 

 

Figure 6.27 Breach sizes in case 5 
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Figure 6.28 Sensor coverage in version A. Damage drawn with red line. 

 

NAPA EC calculates heel for the first 60 minutes very well in all the versions. After 80 

minutes, the heel starts to get closer to zero in all the versions. This is due to the breach 

generation system, where the modelled breach is always vertical from bottom of the room to 

the top. The actual breach in this case is horizontal and only 10 cm in vertical direction. This 

can be seen in Figure 6.29. The box in the middle of the room is an escape trunk. Because 

the modelled breach goes much lower than actual breach, it stays under water level longer 

than the actual breach. In the reference calculation the breach rises above water level almost 

immediately when heel goes negative. 

 

 

Figure 6.29 Room R130202 with actual breach drawn with red and modelled breach with 

green. 
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Figure 6.30 Total amount of predicted flooded water in first calculation round. 

 

 
Figure 6.31 Heel prediction in first calculation round in case 5 
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In Figure 6.30 the total flooded amount of water is presented. Versions B and C follow the 

reference very well the first 50 minutes, but then the difference between actual breach and 

modelled breach start to effect. The actual breach rises above water level at about 40 minutes 

after the damage, but modelled breach is still under water. With version A sensor 

arrangement EC only predicts two small breaches. For this reason the flooded volume is a 

lot behind the reference volume. On second prediction round EC finds three new breaches 

in version A, however they are on wrong side of the ship. Because version A now has 

breaches on both sides of the ship, the flooding will continue till the end of the simulation. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.32 Heel prediction in third prediction. 

 

In third prediction the A version is still predicting the ship to heel to wrong side. In versions 

B and C the predication has not changed from first simulation.   
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6.6 Case 6 – Long damage to fore ship reaching over the bulkhead 

deck 

 

Case 6 is a long side damage to fore part of the ship. The main difference between the cases 

5 and 6 is that case 6 has also breaches to rooms above the bulkhead deck. The bulkhead 

deck breaches are not immersed in the beginning, but when the lower decks flood then 

increased heel and draft make them immersed and flooding will start directly to bulkhead 

deck. This is a very dangerous situation and the ship will be lost very fast. In Figure 6.33 the 

damage is presented. The flooding fills the fore compartments fast and the ship capsizes in 

1 hour and 20 min in this case. In Figure 6.34 the flooding extend is presented after 10 

minutes from the damage. 

 
Figure 6.33 Damage on case 6. 

 

 
Figure 6.34 Flooding situation 10 minutes after damage. Damage area is marked wiht red. 
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Because the breaches are small and mostly very close to the water line or above it, the EC 

only predicts few and very small breaches in the first round. In the second round the EC 

predicts most of the breaches. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.35 Breach sizes per zone of the case 6 on first and second prediction round. 

 

In Figure 6.36 the breaches above the bulkhead deck are presented. Version C is the only 

one that has sensors above the bulkhead deck and thus is the only version that can 

automatically generate breaches there. 

 

 

Figure 6.36 Breaches above the bulkhead deck. 
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In zone 20, the EC predicts the flooding to be progressive, as the sensor in this compartment 

is in the centre line of the ship in all the tested versions. The large heel angle prevent the 

water to reach the sensor in the beginning and after the bulkhead deck is flooding, the water 

in the compartment is considered to be progressive flooding. 

 

 

Figure 6.37 Total floodwater amount prediction on third prediction round. 

 

Because in this damage case the breaches are generated mostly on the second prediction 

round and the ship has already heeled a lot on starboard side, the first two prediction rounds 

are very inaccurate. The first accurate prediction round is the third, which heel prediction is 

presented in Figure 6.38. On this prediction round, version C follows the reference heel curve 

almost perfectly.  

 

On prediction round 7, which starts from about 25 minutes after the damage all the versions 

start to predict ship to capsize. Problem on this prediction round is that versions A and B are 

starting from about -4° heel angle, when ship is actually heeling -13°. This happen because 

EC has to assume the water amount form last prediction in lot of room, because these 

versions don’t have sensor in them. This big error can make the crew to doubt the EC 

prediction accuracy when it shows about 10 degree error in heel in current situation. 
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Figure 6.38 Heel prediction in third prediction round. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.39Heel graph of prediction round 7 starting from 35 minutes. 
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7 Summary 

7.1 Summary of decision support systems 

 

There are many decision support systems being developed or already in use at the moment. 

The largest problem in majority of them is that they rely entirely on crew’s observations and 

estimations for modeling the damage. Without realistic estimation of damage location and 

size, the predictions are inaccurate. Also the accuracy of the model compared to the real ship 

is varying a lot between the different systems. 

 

In NAPA EC the damage detection is done with flooding sensor data and calculation is 

always done onboard according to this data with very accurate 3D model of the ship. The 

3D model in NAPA EC consist all the A-class structures and openings between them. EC 

also receives the status of the doors from ships automation system, so the real status of the 

doors is taken into account in calculation.  

 

The differences of the decision support systems are presented in table 7.1. Comparison is 

made with vulnerability monitoring, damage generation, progressive flooding calculation 

and what kind of output the system gives for the crew. 

 

NAPA EC is the only DSS of the compered systems to do active vulnerability assessment. 

NAPA EC is also only system that does automatic damage generation. In BOSS, BDCS and 

system developed by Varela et al. user can manually create damages based on their 

observations. Rest of the system use different inputs for their calculations. System by Varela 

et al. and NAPA EC does progressive flooding calculations according the damage generated. 

This is of course most accurate way of prediction how the damage is going to progress. 

However it’s very time consuming and the flooding emergency is always time critical. 

 

All the systems give their individual output. Some calculate what kind of countermeasures 

could be done with counter flooding tanks for example and some just give predictions how 

the ship is going to react to the damage or how the damage will progress and effect the 

floating position of the ship. 
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Table 7.1 Summary of the decision support systems. (Martins and Lobo 2011, Varela et al. 

2014, Choi et al. 2014, Hu et al. 2014, Ölçer and Majumder 2006 and Calabrese et al. 2012) 

DSS Vulnerability 

monitoring 

Damage 

generation 

Progressive 

flooding 

calculation 

Output 

BOSS No Manually No “Immediate action”-

cards 

DSS by Varela 

et al. 

No Manually Yes 3D model and counter 

flooding advice 

Battle Damage 

Control System 

No Manually No Polar chart 

DSS by Hu et 

al. 

No No No CFT-optimizing 

COMMAMD-

DSS 

No No Pre-

caulculated 

Pre calculated damage 

cases 

KDSS No No No “Kill Cards” which 

give advice for use of 

the systems 

NAPA EC Yes Automatic 

and manual 

Yes Estimate for next 3 

hours with progressive 

flooding and advisory 

cards 

 

7.2 Summary of study cases 

 

The three different sensor arrangement versions were tested with six different damage cases 

in order to understand what the optimal sensor coverage is. Comparison was made on the 

predicted breach size and how it influences the heel and the trim prediction and the total 

amount of flooded volume. 

 

In table 7.2 the breach detection results are compared with grades poor, moderate, good and 

excellent. Poor means that most of the breaches are not detect or they are significantly wrong 
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side or are in wrong location. In moderate most of the breaches are detected well, but there 

is an error in at least one important breach, which effects the prediction calculation 

significantly. Good means that all the breaches are detected and only small differences are 

in the sizes of the predicted breaches compared to actual breaches. Excellent means that all 

the breaches and their sizes are predicted correctly. Some larger errors in double bottom 

voids are accepted. 

 

The differences in breach sizes were larger. Especially version A, which had fewest sensors, 

had large differences to the reference breach sizes. In some cases version A did not find any 

breach in certain WT-zone at all. This is a large defect. Especially cases 1 (side damage to 

aft part of the ship) and 5 (long and narrow side damage to middle part of the ship) were 

difficult for version A. This lead to bad predictions at first. When the flooding progresses 

and EC gets more sensor date the prediction got better. 

 

Versions B and C have identical sensor arrangement in many parts of the ship. This results 

to identical breaches in cases 1, 2, 3, and 5 between versions B and C have. Even though the 

breached rooms have identical sensor arrangement, version C has more sensors in other 

rooms. This will help EC in its calculations as the water level doesn’t have to be assumed 

from previous calculation. This will result is some differences in heel prediction between the 

two versions. Large difference between the two versions is that version C has sensors at the 

bulkhead deck and version A and B don’t, except the two sensors at the rudder room at the 

aft of the ship.  
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Table 7.2 Breach detection comparison. 

Case Version A Version B Version C 

1 Moderate, one of the most 

important breaches is not 

detected. 

Excellent, all the breaches 

detected with satisficing 

accuracy. 

Excellent, all the breaches 

detected with satisficing 

accuracy. 

2 Moderate, some breaches 

not found and large size 

differences. 

Moderate, some breaches 

not found and large size 

differences. 

Moderate, some breaches 

not found and large size 

differences. 

3 Good, all the breaches 

detect with good accuracy. 

Good, all the breaches 

detect with good accuracy. 

Good, all the breaches 

detect with good accuracy. 

4 Good, most of the breaches 

detected.  

Good, most of the 

breaches detected. 

Good, most of the 

breaches detected. 

5 Poor, only few breaches 

detected in first round and 

some breaches detected on 

wrong side of the ship. 

Good, all the breaches 

detected, but they are 

wrong shape. 

Good, all the breaches 

detected, but they are 

wrong shape. 

6 Poor, most breaches not 

found and large size 

differences. 

Moderate, some breaches 

not found and large size 

differences. 

Good, most of the 

breaches detected. Also 

form bulkhead deck. 

 

The differences in breach generation generated different flooding predictions. In table 7.3 

the flooding prediction accuracy is compered. The comparison is done with scale poor, 

moderate, good and excellent. Poor means that the flooding prediction is clearly wrong for 

a long time and gives the crew totally false information. Moderate means that the flooding 

prediction follows the reference, but gives overly optimistic results. Good means that the 

results are basically right but there is small difference between the reference results and 

prediction results. Excellent means that prediction results follow the reference results 

closely.  
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Table 7.3 Accuracy of flooding prediction 

Case Version A Version B Version C 

1 Moderate, heel and 

flooded water prediction 

follow the reference. 

Excellent, heel and 

flooded water prediction 

follow the reference very 

well. 

Good, heel and flooded 

water prediction follow 

the reference very well. 

2 Good, heel and flooded 

water prediction follow 

the reference. 

Excellent, heel and 

flooded water prediction 

follow the reference 

well. 

Excellent, heel and 

flooded water prediction 

follow the reference 

well. 

3 Good, EC predicts the 

ship to capsize about 

right. 

Excellent, EC predicts 

the ship to capsize 

exactly right over one 

hour beforehand. 

Good, EC predicts the 

ship to capsize about 

right, but earlier. 

4 Good, predicts the ship 

to capsize. First bit later 

and then earlier then 

actually. 

Good, predicts the ship 

to capsize. First bit later 

and then earlier than 

actually. 

Good, predicts the ship 

to capsize. First bit later 

and then earlier then 

actually. 

5 Poor, breaches in wrong 

sides and too late causes 

the calculations to be 

very wrong. 

Good, follows the 

reference nicely, 

however predicts the 

ship to stabilize more 

than actually does. 

Good, follows the 

reference nicely, 

however predicts the 

ship to stabilize more 

than actually does. 

6 Poor, flooding 

prediction gives overly 

optimistic results. 

Moderate, the missed 

breaches on bulkhead 

deck makes predictions 

somewhat inaccurate. 

Predicts the ship to 

capsize later than 

actually does. 

Good, detected breaches 

on bulkhead deck make 

sure that the prediction is 

fairly accurate. 

Overall 

grade 

Moderate, does not 

guaranteed the EC to 

work properly.  

Excellent, guarantees 

the EC to work in all 

situations. Damages 

above bulkhead deck are 

problem 

Good, Not much better 

than version B, but more 

expensive solution 
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7.2.1 Sensors on bulkhead deck 

 

Version C had sensors also on bulkhead deck. This version has 37 sensors more on this deck 

than other versions. However, the benefit of the sensors is very small. They provide very 

little information for overall prediction if the rooms above the bulkhead deck are not 

damaged. In case 3 where the flooding time is very long, the bulkhead deck sensors provide 

additional information, however the long flooding time does not make the situation as 

critical. Passengers are most likely already evacuated in this kind of scenario. 

 

In case 6, where the compartments above bulkhead deck are damaged the sensors provide 

information about the breaches in the bulkhead deck. This helps NAPA EC to do correct 

prediction much faster than in the other versions. Also the situation is very critical when 

water can flood the compartments over the bulkhead deck. This will cause the ship to heel 

fast and flooding may progress easily to other WT-zones that are not damaged. In case 3 

version C starts to predict the ship to capsize first, but version  B predicts it better, however 

later. In this damage case the time is not as critical as in other, because the capsizing of the 

ship happens after 7 hours and 42 minutes after the damage has happened. 

 

However the damages over the bulkhead deck can be observed visually quite easily, and 

there is always at least some time to do fast damage estimation in these kind of situations. If 

the ship has damage reaching over the bulkhead deck and there is even small chance that 

they will get submerged, ship should be evacuated as soon as possible. 

 

7.2.2 Large breach sizes in double bottom voids 

 

On double bottom voids the predicted breach sizes are significantly larger than real breach 

sizes. However the double bottom voids don’t have any openings leading to other 

compartments so the error is very small. The difference in time to completely flood one void 

with 10 or 100 square meter predicted breach is very small. This is a problem in all the tested 

versions as the sensor arrangement is identical in double bottom in all the versions. Double 

bottom voids are usually very wide and low compartments.   

 
The reason why the breaches in double bottom voids are so large is that the predicted breach 

is usually much closer to surface as the actual breach and thus the calculated flooding 

through it is smaller than in actual breach. This is because the voids are usually very shallow 

and wide spaces.  
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8 Conclusions 

 

Even in the optimal conditions the automatic breach detection is an estimate. The size, shape 

and location of the actual breach is impossible to determine only with level sensors. However 

even if the location (WT-zone and deck) is correct, the flooding prediction is fairly accurate 

and gives the crew valuable information about the damage and how it is going to progress. 

It is crucial that predictions are realistic even right after the damage. If the early predictions 

are clearly wrong, for example EC predicts the ship to heel on the port side and it actually 

heels to the starboard side, the crew may lost faith to the system and don’t believe that the 

later and more correct predictions are any better. Also if the breach sizes are predicted to be 

too small, EC will give overly positive prediction and create false sense of safety for the 

crew. This may push the decision of the evacuation forward in time when it is too late and 

the evacuation cannot be carried out safely anymore. 

 

Sensors on bulkhead don’t have as much effect as the sensors below the bulkhead deck. If 

the flooding reaches the bulkhead deck, the situation is already very critical and the ship is 

very likely to capsize. The evacuation of the ship should have started well before this. The 

sensors above the bulkhead deck can give additional information to last moments of the ship 

before capsize, however this information may be too late and irrelevant. 

 

The difference between the versions A and B was that version B had 19 sensors more than 

version A. This helped the EC to do much better predictions in all the study cases except the 

case 3 were the engine rooms were breached. Version B had at least two sensors per deck in 

each WT-zone. This ensures that the predicted breach is always on right side of the ship. 

This has large effect on prediction. The location of the breach is more important than its size. 

The size of the breach only effect the beginning of the flooding and after the breached rooms 

have been completely flooded the size does not play in that large role. If the location is wrong 

the heeling of the ship may have large impact on the flooding prediction. This happened for 

example in case 4 where the version A predicted the breach on wrong side of the ship and 

real breach was risen above the waterline due the large heel angle. 

 

Version A performed better than initially expected. However, in most of the cases the first 

predictions were completely wrong and this may cause the crew to question the system. In 

the version A, most of the ship is well covered with sensors, but it has areas that are not as 

well covered. For the EC to calculate accurately in all the situations, it is important that all 

the compartments below the bulkhead deck are well covered. This helps also the crew to 

trust the system more. If the ship has problems in its sensor arrangement, the crew needs to 
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be aware of this. In worst case, the damage happens in known problem area in the sensor 

arrangement and this can make the crew question the NAPA EC calculation results, even if 

they would be quite accurate. 

 

According to this study NAPA’s recommendation of the sensor arrangement should be 

followed if the ship is going to be equipped with NAPA Emergency Computer.  In the 

version C, all the large compartments below the bulkhead deck were equipped with flooding 

sensor. These additional sensors did not help significantly the EC predictions. In some cases 

they might help a little on first prediction, but when the flooding progresses, the difference 

to other versions becomes smaller.  

 

The bulkhead can be equipped with sensors, but it’s not necessary. However if the damage 

reaches over the bulkhead deck they can be helpful. But this is already very critical situation 

and ship should be evacuated immediately in this kind of situation. If the owner of the ship 

wants to invest in safety, the sensors above the bulkhead deck could be a good option. 
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Appendix 2. Watertight subdivision  
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Appendix 3. Vessel TRIAGE assessment form  
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Appendix 6. Version C sensor arrangement 
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      Napa Oy                              LOADING CONDITIONS                 DATE 2016-03-22
      NAPA/D/LD/160111                                                        TIME 15:04
      FS-ECSTUDY/A                  LC02 50% CONSUMABLES, AT SEA              USER NETT
      Emergency Computer Demo Ship                                            Page        2 

      --------------------------------------------------------------
      LOAD                        MASS     XM    YM    ZM       FRSM
                                     t      m     m     m         tm
      --------------------------------------------------------------
      --------------------------------------------------------------
      Deadweight                9229.2 144.98  0.05  5.89   19746.76
      --------------------------------------------------------------

      Lightweight              56835.7 134.42  0.00 19.98
      Deadweight                9229.2 144.98  0.05  5.89
      Total weight             66064.9 135.90  0.01 18.01

      F L O A T I N G   P O S I T I O N
      ---------------------------------

      Draught moulded    8.366  m        KM       20.90 m
      Trim               0.041  m        KG       18.01 m
      Heel, PS=+           0.1  deg
      TA                 8.346  m        GM0       2.89 m
      TF                 8.387  m        GMCORR   -0.30 m
      Trimming moment     8109  tonm     GM        2.59 m

      Longitudinal Strength
      ---------------------

                                                                X       Frame
      Shear force (min)        -4232.1 t   (0.0%)         217.920 m    246.00
      Shear force (max)         3948.5 t   (0.0%)          29.361 m     32.27
      Sagging moment             -15.4 tm  (0.0%)         315.380 m    356.00
      Hogging moment          321437.1 tm  (-)            165.300 m    186.00
       



      Napa Oy                              LOADING CONDITIONS                 DATE 2016-03-22
      NAPA/D/LD/160111                                                        TIME 15:04
      FS-ECSTUDY/A                  LC02 50% CONSUMABLES, AT SEA              USER NETT
      Emergency Computer Demo Ship                                            Page        3 

      List of Loads
      -------------
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      NAME            LOAD                 MASS    FILL      XM     YM     ZM        FRSM
                                              t       %       m      m      m          tm
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       
      CONTENTS= (RHO=1)
       
      (CREW)          CREW                 89.0     0.0  250.00   0.00  35.00        0.00
       
       
      CONTENTS= (RHO=1)
       
      (DECK_STORES)   DECK_STORES          50.0     0.0  198.00   0.20  21.00        0.00
       
       
      CONTENTS=Diesel Oil      (RHO=0.86)
       
      R040504         DO                   16.8   100.0   17.75 -13.35  16.03        0.00
      R080102         DO                   78.6    60.0  100.19   3.50   3.73       87.69
      R080103         DO                   78.6    60.0  100.19  -3.50   3.73       87.69
      R100108         DO                  121.4    98.0  126.71   0.00   3.52        0.00
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        DO                  295.3          106.41  -0.76   4.34      175.38
       
       
      CONTENTS= (RHO=1)
       
      (ENGINE_STORES) ENGINE_STORES        80.0     0.0  134.00  -1.60  10.00        0.00
       
       
      CONTENTS=Fresh Water     (RHO=1)
       
      R040102         FW                   72.9    20.0   42.09   3.50   3.99      367.55
      R040103         FW                   72.9    20.0   42.09  -3.50   3.99      367.55
      R170102         FW                  282.5    45.0  230.50   5.79   4.71      451.26
      R170103         FW                 1382.0   100.0  232.85   0.00   5.01        0.00
      R170104         FW                  313.9    50.0  230.62  -5.89   4.84      484.92
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        FW                 2124.2          219.12  -0.10   4.87     1671.29
       
       
      CONTENTS=Grey Water      (RHO=1)
       
      R050002         GW                  100.4    25.0   57.29   4.22   0.61     1160.19
      R050003         GW                  100.4    25.0   57.29  -4.22   0.61     1160.19
      R090002         GW                  237.9    90.0  115.66   7.15   0.86      489.82
      R090003         GW                  269.6    85.0  115.66   0.00   0.81      846.41
      R090004         GW                  200.9    76.0  115.66  -7.15   0.72      489.82
      R120002         GW                   90.8    25.0  163.68   7.08   0.25      679.11
      R120003         GW                  153.9    35.0  164.06   0.00   0.33     1173.51
      R120004         GW                   90.8    25.0  163.68  -7.08   0.25      679.11
      R140002         GW                  249.7    60.0  191.35   4.13   0.69     1834.09
      R140003         GW                  312.1    75.0  191.52  -4.23   0.82     1834.09
      R190001         GW                  343.5    50.0  257.42   0.00   2.79     2105.40
      R200001         GW                  187.9    50.0  270.17   0.00   2.56      387.52
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        GW                 2337.9          169.02  -0.01   1.14    12839.28
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      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      NAME            LOAD                 MASS    FILL      XM     YM     ZM        FRSM
                                              t       %       m      m      m          tm
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       
      CONTENTS=Heavy Fuel Oil  (RHO=0.98)
       
      R090102         HFO                 332.7    80.0  110.20   7.15   4.34      240.01
      R090103         HFO                 449.1    90.0  110.20   0.00   4.64      414.74
      R090104         HFO                 332.7    80.0  110.20  -7.15   4.34      240.01
      R100102         HFO                  48.9    45.0  118.39   8.70   3.27       17.18
      R100103         HFO                  64.5    65.0  118.39   5.45   3.88       13.02
      R100104         HFO                  56.4    60.0  118.39   1.95   3.28       25.92
      R100105         HFO                  44.7    52.0  118.39  -1.95   2.99       25.92
      R100106         HFO                  14.9    15.0  118.39  -5.45   2.36       13.02
      R100107         HFO                  21.8    20.0  118.39  -8.70   2.51       17.18
      R120102         HFO                 196.8    35.0  162.57   7.15   2.48      600.03
      R120103         HFO                 337.4    50.0  162.57   0.00   2.72     1036.85
      R120104         HFO                 196.8    35.0  162.57  -7.15   2.48      600.03
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        HFO                2096.7          129.44   0.25   3.67     3243.91
       
       
      CONTENTS= (RHO=1)
       
      (HOTEL_STORES)  HOTEL_STORES        200.0     0.0  127.00   1.40  19.00        0.00
       
       
      CONTENTS=Heeling Water   (RHO=1)
       
      R020002         HWB                 589.0   100.0   11.38  15.82  11.06        0.00
      R020003         HWB                 577.2    98.0   11.38 -15.81  10.99        0.00
      R080201         HWB                 128.7    50.0   96.43  16.60   7.40       67.58
      R080202         HWB                 128.7    50.0   96.43 -16.60   7.40       67.58
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        HWB                1423.7           26.76   0.13  10.37      135.17
       
       
      CONTENTS=Lubricating Oil (RHO=0.9)
       
      R060004         LO                   11.4    80.0   70.11   2.90   2.54        3.51
      R060005         LO                   11.4    80.0   70.11  -2.90   2.54        3.51
      R070002         LO                   11.4    80.0   83.77   5.80   1.24        3.51
      R070003         LO                   11.4    80.0   83.77   0.00   1.24        3.51
      R070004         LO                   11.4    80.0   83.77  -5.80   1.24        3.51
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        LO                   57.2           78.31   0.00   1.76       17.55
       
       
      CONTENTS=Miscellaneous   (RHO=1)
       
      R060002         MIS                  10.0    20.0   70.11  -6.18   0.32        4.96
      R060003         MIS                  10.6    20.0   70.11   6.31   0.32        5.93
      R070005         MIS                  10.0    30.0   84.14  -9.40   0.28        5.84
      R070006         MIS                  10.0    30.0   84.14   9.40   0.28        5.84
      R080002         MIS                  43.3    25.0   97.54   5.20   0.24      820.80
      R080003         MIS                  43.3    25.0   97.54  -5.20   0.24      820.80
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      SUBTOTAL        MIS                 127.1           90.98   0.04   0.26     1664.18
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      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      NAME            LOAD                 MASS    FILL      XM     YM     ZM        FRSM
                                              t       %       m      m      m          tm
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       
      CONTENTS= (RHO=1)
       
      (PASSENGERS)    PASSENGERS          348.0     0.0  150.00   0.00  25.00        0.00
      -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      TOTAL                              9229.2          144.98   0.05   5.89    19746.76
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      Stability Curve
      ---------------
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            ------------------------------------------------------
              HEEL       MS      HPHI      EPHI     FSMOM      DGZ
            degree        m         m      mrad        tm        m
            ------------------------------------------------------
               0.0   -0.006     -0.01     0.000       0.0    0.000
               1.0   -0.006      0.04     0.000     343.7    0.005
               5.0   -0.003      0.22     0.009    1721.8    0.026
       
              10.0    0.006      0.46     0.039    3232.1    0.049
              15.0    0.015      0.70     0.089    4387.6    0.066
              20.0    0.030      0.94     0.161    5249.0    0.079
       
              30.0   -0.196      1.15     0.350    6325.9    0.096
              40.0   -0.902      0.85     0.534    6788.7    0.103
              50.0   -2.236     -0.13     0.607    6859.0    0.104
            ------------------------------------------------------


